It was another amazing year at the
Youth Farm Corn Maze! It was so
good seeing families come enjoy the
day outside. We also were able to
add a new exhibit - THE
TABERNACLE EXPERIENCE.
Corn Maze guests were able to
have a tour of a life size, museum
quality, Old Testament Tabernacle.
Eleanor Funk gave over 2000 tours
of the Tabernacle experience this
fall. Its a remarkable experience for
anyone who took it in.
The Youth Farm Corn Maze is a
special place that gives families the
opportunity to have fun together.
There is so much laughter, joy, and
togetherness that is experienced
while in the maze and our extensive
activity centre. In October,
pumpkins were available for
purchase and pictures. The petting
zoo with baby donkeys and active
goats was also greatly appreciated.
We are looking forward to 2021.

We are making a Snow Maze at the Youth Farm Bible Camp. We
are hoping to have it open sometime in January. The maze has
walls that are 8 feet high and 2 feet thick. We will have over 3000
feet of walls when it is complete. The project will take over 30 days
to finish!
Hopefully we get even more snow!
Once we are open for the public, we will be selling tickets online just
like we did with the Corn Maze. It will be a fun, safe activity that
people of all ages can participate in. We look forward to having
people on our yard in a few weeks to make some winter memories!!
We are excited about the future here at the Youth Farm Bible Camp.
2020 was a year of changes, facility upgrades, new programs, and
much more. We want to take what we learnt and apply it to the
future to help make our ministry more impactful and Jesus centred.
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Pumpkins are always a favourite part of visiting the Corn Maze!
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The Valley Equestrian Centre was very active in 2020. Cheralyne
Gibson directs the centre and is one of our four coaches that we
had working this year. We started lessons when Saskatchewan
was opened in May and did not look back. The lesson program
was always at capacity with many people turned away. We also
started a partnership with Redberry Bible Camp caring for three of
their horses here so they can be trained and used in our lesson
program. It becomes a great benefit for both camps! We were also
able to build a new horse shelter, install four new gates and build
additional corrals this year for the program.

Many parents have sent
encouraging texts to
Cheralyne and our staff.
It has been very valuable
to have this program
running during a year
when not much is
available. Its great to
see lights on in the
riding arena every
evening. Many life
skills and values are
learnt through horses.

2020 Respite Camps
In early May we realized that there was a need to give respite to
parents and small group homes. We received permission from Social
Services to run small camps for adults with intellectual disabilities.
They were excited to come to camp!! We did almost everything
outside and had a great experience. Our staff loved having camp even
though it was smaller and lasted only for two weeks. The respites
camp were greatly appreciated by the caregivers of the campers.
One of our campers made a significant donation towards a capital
project we are working on for the camp. It was so great to give this
camper the ability to spend time at a place he cherished. It is also
amazing to receive a donation from one of the recipients of our
program. We have lots of hopes and dreams for our Adult Special
Need Program going forward. We know that it is a much needed
camp, and we are continually growing the facilities and operations that
we have to impact our friends with intellectual disabilities. So good to
worship Jesus as a community in the summer of 2020!

YFBC LIVE
We had eight episodes of YFBC LIVE filmed in March, April
and May. Knowing that people could not gather at camp, we
decided to have some fun and film updates from the camp.
We had horse time with Cheralyne, petting zoo with Jacob,
activity time with Connor, craft time with Cheyenne, worship
with Gustavo, memory time with Michael and hosted by Mark.
The episodes are on our website at www.yfbc.com/YFBCLIVE
Although the contests are no longer running, there is still lots of
information about the camp to find on YFBC LIVE! We hope
that you tune in.
YFBC FOOD MARKET
In March we had to cancel
our Vereniki Supper so we
replaced it with a food
market. We had over 200
people purchase from our
weekly market. We sold
produce, baking supplies,
frozen goods, fresh
cinnamon buns, BBQ meals
and so much more. It was
a blessing to see people in
their cars and load up their
trunks with groceries.

Not only did our riding lesson participants
enjoy jumping lessons, the residents of
the nursing home loved watching both
outside and through windows.

Charleigh seen here with her horse Roper was the winner of our
2020 Christmas Photo Contest for everyone in our Valley
Equestrian Centre.

In April, we built a 20 foot snowman with a sign to encourage
all the staff at the Mennonite Nursing Home. It was quite a
year. Not only did we deal with a pandemic, but we were able
to build snowmen in April and they did not melt!! Then in
November, we quickly got our snow back for the familiar
Saskatchewan look - white fields!

Our respite campers enjoyed our new foam
machine. Horse connections are always loved!

